Dictionary Scavenger Hunt Answer Key
dictionary - school specialty - 9. turn to the b section in your dictionary. what is the first noun that has
three syllables? _____ 10. what is the first word in the n section of the dictionary with a picture next to it? _____
dictionary scavenger hunt worksheet dictionary scavenger hunt pdf - my kids' adventures - dictionary
scavenger hunt go on an adventure through the english language with this dictionary scavenger hunt. use a
dictionary to find these words. fill in the answers and the page numbers you found them on: the last word
defined in your dictionary _____ dictionary scavenger hunt - moms & munchkins - dictionary scavenger
hunt . 1. what is the plural of “ moose”? 2. what word means both a bird type & to bend suddenly to avoid
being hit by something? 3. what type of creature is a dolphin? 4. do dodo birds still exist? 5. what is a bridle? 6.
is a beaver considered a rodent? 7. do storks have long legs or long bills? 8. where is melbourne? 9. use a
dictionary to answer these questions - gwcsynlab - use a dictionary to answer these questions 1. what is
the title of the dictionary?_____ 2. what is the copyright date?_____ 3. ... you can get 14 more scavenger hunts
here. you can get 19 more dictionary worksheets here if you like this activity, please check out my other
dictionary scavenger hunt answer key - dictionary scavenger hunt answer key 1. courageous, fearless 2. a
heavy, short wool coat, usually plaid 3. the moon 4. noun 5. noun or verb 6. plural 7. yes 8. merrier, merriest 9.
latin 10. (1) an animal that feeds on dead plants or animals. (2) a person who searches through bible
dictionary scavenger hunt - bible dictionary scavenger hunt 1. find the first entry in the bible dictionary and
write it here: __ __ __ __ __ 2. take the third letter in the answer to #1 and find the first entry with
dictionary*scavenger*hunt* - tefl25 - tefl25, , dictionaryscavengerhunt, dictionary*scavenger*hunt*,,
directions:,useyourdictionary,to,answer,the,items,below., 1ndthefirst,wordinthedictionary ... dictionary and
thesaurus questions - mowyn - dictionary and thesaurus questions answer these questions using a
dictionary: 1. a bouquet can refer to a cluster of _____ or the _____ of dictionary skills for kids teachbesideme - learning the parts of the dictionary choose a page in your dictionary and follow the
directions below to learn the different parts of the dictionary and the deﬁnitions. 1. on the top corners of the
page look for the guide words. guide words are the ﬁrst and last words deﬁned on that page. this helps you
ﬁnd words more quickly in the ... dictionary and thesaurus questions - mowyn - dictionary and thesaurus
questions answers: 1. a bouquet can refer to a cluster of flowers or the fragrance of wine. 2. the word coupon
can be pronounced in how many ways? two. 3. what is a windjammer? ship. 4. is mis-sppelled spelled
correctly? misspelled. 5. what is mahjong? game. 6. conjecture b. supposition 7. conundrum c. puzzle 8 ... the
great scavenger hunt list group number 1) cell # 2 ... - the great scavenger hunt list take a picture of:
due by sept 13th @ 10pm for the entire list of 500 please go to ucmphotosociety.wordpress 43. entire team
“hitchhiking” to “lake titicaca or bust” (must have sign) - 7 44.
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